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2.

3.

Which two parts of our body grow for the
entire life time?
I am yellow and square. My best friend is a
star shaped pink guy. We both live under the
sea. Which cartoon character am I?
Which animated character is called "The Lord
of the Jungle"?

Nose and Ears

1.

SpongeBob
SquarePants

2.

Tarzan
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4.

What is the name of our National Tree?

Banyan Tree
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5.

Who wrote our National Anthem?

Rabindranath
Tagore
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6.

Which city has been titled as the cleanest city
Indore
in India in 2019?
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7.

Which is the biggest bird in the world?

Ostrich
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8.

How many ICC World cups did India win?

2
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9.

Which animal has tongue as long as its body?

Chameleon
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10.

Who is the Prime Minister of India?

Mr. Narendra
Modi
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11.

Which place is known as tea garden of India?

Assam
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12.

What is the full form of KG?

Kindergarten
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13.
14.
15.

Which country is known as land of white
Thailand
elephants?
What is the plastic coating on a shoe lace
Aglet
called?
What is the dot over the letter ‘i’ and ‘j’
Title
called?
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